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SHARING IS CARING
Singa and the Kindness Cubbies decide to go hiking during the school holidays.

I can’t wait to see
the lovely flowers
along the way.

I can’t wait to
see the awesome
view at the top.

Tomeo thinks about the snack bar
he has stashed in his bag.

I can’t wait to enjoy
my yummy snack bar!

The cubbies huff and puff as they climb uphill.
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Tosh starts to feel out of breath.
I’m so tired.
Go on ahead…

It’s okay, Tosh.
I’ll walk with you.

We’re not
in a rush.

Yeah! We can all
walk together!

Sher pulls at ToshOhtookay…
try and
Hello.
encourage him.
Thank you.
Come on! We’re almost
at the top!

Eventually, Tosh gives up.
I have no more energy.
Please, just go on without me.

Having lost the energy in his legs,
Tosh falls down.

Oh no, I’m so sorry!
I didn’t mean to
make you fall.

Whoa!

Ouch!
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It’s okay. I know you were
trying to help, but next time,
try not to push someone if
they aren’t ready.

I’ll keep that in
mind. Sorry, Tosh.

Tomeo recalls his snack bar.

Here Tosh,
have this. It’ll give
you an energy boost.

Thanks Tomeo. This will
help me finish our hike!
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Tomeo smiles and feels pleased that his
thoughtful act of kindness helped Tosh
feel better.

Seeing how bad Sher feels, Tosh
offers her half of the snack bar.
Sher, would you like some
of this snack bar too?

It’s my pleasure! That’s
what friends are for!

That’s so nice of
you, Tosh. Thank
you for sharing
with me! Hope you
are feeling better
after the fall.

It feels great to have
friends who love to share
and care for one another!

No worries.
Look,
I’m fine!

With each other’s help, patience and good company, the cubbies complete their
hike and enjoy a wonderful day together.

Best friends forever!
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Mission 3

(for the month of May)
Be a thoughtful neighbour in the month of May! Together with your
family, offer to do a kind act for a neighbour!

Mission 4

(for the month of June)
Be a friendly neighbour in the month of June! Design
a paper plane and fly it with a neighbour. Visit
http://kindsville.kindness.sg/game-and-activities
for a template and tips on how to make your own
paper plane!
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Complete this puzzle by filling in the alphabets to find
out why we should celebrate in the month of August.
Look out for the next issue of Kindsville Times for ideas
on how you can celebrate the special month!
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Sharing
your food

Litterin
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This pack contains:
32 Match & Snap cards
You’ll need:
2-4 players
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Objective:

The aim of the game is to collect as many “kind” cards as possible.

How to play:

1. One player distributes the cards, placing them face-down in a stack
in front of each player.
2. Youʼre now ready to start!
a. The first player flips over his top card and places it face-up
beside his stack of cards.
b. The second player does the same.
c. All players will look out for matching cards as they take turns
to flip over their cards. Matching cards refer to 2 cards that
have the same image AND show a kind act. Cards with the
same image that show an unkind act will not be matching
cards.
d. The first player to notice two matching cards will shout “Snap!”
and can collect all the cards from the two matched stacks.
e. If any player incorrectly shouts “Snap!”, he/she should give each
player one card from his/her own face-down stack of cards.

3. The game ends when players have flipped over all their cards.
The player with the most pairs of matching cards is the winner!
4. All players will share 1 kind act they will do and challenge
another player to do another kind act.
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Objective:
The aim of the game is to collect as many “kind” cards as possible.

How to play:
1. One player distributes the cards, placing them face-down in a stack
in front of each player.
2. Youʼre now ready to start!
a. The first player flips over his top card and places it face-up
beside his stack of cards.
b. The second player does the same.
c. All players will look out for matching cards as they take turns
to flip over their cards. Matching cards refer to 2 cards that
have the same image AND show a kind act. Cards with the
same image that show an unkind act will not be matching
cards.
d. The first player to notice two matching cards will shout “Snap!”
and can collect all the cards from the two matched stacks.
e. If any player incorrectly shouts “Snap!”, he/she should give each
player one card from his/her own face-down stack of cards.
3. The game ends when players have flipped over all their cards.
The player with the most pairs of matching cards is the winner!
4. All players will share 1 kind act they will do and challenge
another player to do another kind act.
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Watch

Singa and the
Kindness Cubbies

Animation

The Holiday Mission
It’s the school holidays! Singa’s term break assignment from the Kindness
Ambassador Academy is to be a Kindness Ambassador at the Observatory.
While the Observatory is Singa’s favourite hangout place, things do not turn
out as expected when he reports for duty on Open House Day!
Season 3
Episode 6

Watch it at:

Hey Singa, aren’t you having
a term break from the
Ambassador Academy?

http://kindsville.kindness.sg

Yeah! You said you were going to report
for duty at the Observatory?
My term break assignment is to
serve as a Kindness Ambassador
at the Observatory for a whole
week! It should be a piece of cake,
since there aren’t too many
visitors most of the time.

How could I have forgotten? It’s the Observatory’s
open house for the new Snow Saber Exhibition!

OPEN HOUSE

OH NO!
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Singa’s Favourite Hangout:

OBSERVATORY

The Observatory is where Singa loves
hanging out the most! He is always peering
into distant galaxies, dreaming about being
the Kindness Amassador to places where
kindness is needed most.

Where is your favourite hangout? How can you
show kindness there during the June holidays?
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Embark on a trail with your
family or loved ones to
discover Singapore’s rich culture
and diverse heritage. Complete
the activities below as you
visit the different places
during this trail!

MONUMENT
TRAIL
About these places
1

Asian Civilisations Museum
The Asian Civilisations Museum is
devoted to preserving the
cultural heritage of Asia. Here,
you learn about the rich history
that has created Singapore’s
multi-ethnic society.
Address: 1 Empress Place, Singapore 179555

2

Singapore Philatelic Museum
The Singapore Philatelic Museum
is a museum about stamps and
the postal history of Singapore
from the 1830s up to the present.
Address: 23-B Coleman Street, Singapore
179807

3

Peranakan Museum
Opened in 2008, the Peranakan
Museum showcases the rich
fusion of Peranakan culture. The
term ‘Peranakan’ means ‘locally
born’ in Malay, and refers to the
descendents of foreign traders
who married local women in
Southeast Asia centuries ago.

Redeem a CLUB Cubbies collar
pin and A4 Kindsville folder
at your final stop at The
Kindness Gallery!
(Refer to redemption details on page 24)

TRAIL ACTIVITIES

1st stop:

Asian Civilisations Museum
How many chimneys are there in
the ACM building? Draw the
chimneys to complete the picture.

Address: 39 Armenian St, Singapore 179941
4

The Kindness Gallery
The Kindness Gallery is a centre
for visitors to learn more about
kindness and graciousness. You
can also find out more about the
courtesy campaigns of yesteryear
by browsing old collaterals on
display!
Address: 61 Stamford Road,
Stamford Court, Singapore 178892
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#01-08

• Be a CLUB Cubbie •

Complete all
CLUB Cubbie
activities from
Page 20 and 21
to redeem
Kindsville items.
(Refer to page 24 for
redemption details)

2nd stop:

Singapore Philatelic Museum
Which picture shows the iconic
mailbox displayed at the entrance of
the museum?

3rd stop:

Peranakan Museum
Draw a picture of the animal
sculpture found on the steps of
the Peranakan Museum.

4th stop:

The Kindness Gallery

In which year was Kindness
Week launched?

What is the name of the bus
found in the Kindness Gallery?

GRATULATIONS
CON

You made it
Redeem your CLUB Cubbies collar pin
and A4 Kindsville folder at

The Kindness Gallery!

(Refer to redemption details on page 24)

• Be a CLUB Cubbie •
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Write to Singa and the Kindness Cubbies on one of
the following (you may draw as well!):
1. How did you experience kindness during your
June holidays?
2. Share your ideas on how we can show our
appreciation to National Servicemen as
Singapore celebrates 50 years of National
Service (NS50)!

Post it by snail mail to:
New
address!

Singa and the Kindness Cubbies
Singapore Kindness Movement
61 Stamford Road
#01-08 Stamford Court
Singapore 178892

Singa would like to know your home address so that he can
reply to your letters! You may write your address at the
back of your letter. Thank you!
(Parental consent required)
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Featured Entries
Dear Singa,
I am going to share with you a story of me and my friends having fun.
One day, my teacher changed our class seating arrangement. I was not very
happy . I told my best friends. They cheered me up and encouraged me to talk to
the person I was sitting with. At first I was unwilling to do so, but I decided to
give a try. When I spoke to her, I was surprised to know that she is a friendly
and kind person! We started to talk to each other more often.
From then on, we became best friends. She taught me how to play a few games,
told me jokes and helped me with my homework. Her name is Fiona. I am happy to
know that I am now more confident when making friends!
Michelle Chen Kaixuan, Age 9

Dear Singa,
I am Gracie Wong from Pei Chun Public School Class 3B. I am turning 9 soon. My
friends and I love recess time and we always eat together! My classmates and I
also help to clean up the classroom everyday after school. I will continue to be a
good student.

Gracie Wong, Age 9

Dear Singa,
My name is Merlot. I had a fun time playing “Ice and Water” with my friends. It
was fun because there were many people who played as “ice” but very few who
played as “water”. We ran till we were all out of breath. I thanked my friends
for playing with me. It was a blast!
Good game!

Merlot Koe, Age 9
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Be a

Redeem a Cubbie collar pin and an A4 Kindsville folder when you visit The
Kindness Gallery during the June Holidays with your completed Issue 1, Issue 2
and Special Edition of Kindsville Times CLUB Cubbie activities.
(Note: You do not need to tear/cut out the CLUB Cubbie activity pages.)

Collar pin

A4 Folder

OR

WHERE AND WHEN
TO REDEEM?
The Kindness Gallery
61 Stamford Road
#01-08 Stamford Court
Singapore 178892

HOW TO
REDEEM?

Present all completed CLUB Cubbie activities to
staff at The Kindness Gallery

DATES
JUNE

10
SAT

JUNE

JUNE

11

17

SUN

SAT

JUNE
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Issue 1, Pages 17 to 21

Issue 2, Pages 16 to 18

SUN

Time

11am to 5pm

Special Edition,
Pages 20 to 21

Terms and conditions: Each child is entitled to redeem one collar pin and one A4 folder. Collar pin of different designs will be distributed at random.
The Singapore Kindness Movement reserves the rights to change the redemption items or design of the items.

